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Belfast Telegraph

Quarter of Northern Ireland people still traumatised by 
Troubles, says report

https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/quarter-of-
northern-ireland-people-still-traumatised-by-troubles-says-
report-36795344.html

Belfast Telegraph 
Park should never have been named after Raymond 
McCreesh, insists SDLP's Hanna 

https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/park-
should-never-have-been-named-after-raymond-mccreesh-insists-
sdlps-hanna-36795686.html

Belfast Telegraph
Troubles victims ‘betrayed’ by politicians marking Good Friday 
Agreement 

https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/republic-of-ireland/
troubles-victims-betrayed-by-politicians-marking-good-friday-
agreement-36796699.html

Irish Times

Fragile foundations of Belfast Agreement undermined.  
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https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/fragile-foundations-of-belfast-
agreement-undermined-1.3455886


Catholic and Church of Ireland Archbishops make impassioned 
defence of Good Friday Agreement 
The Tablet 
In a joint statement,the Catholic Archbishop of Armagh Eamon 
Martin and his Church of Ireland counterpart Archbishop 
Richard Clarke said the peace the accord brought to Northern 
Ireland “took a great effort to achieve” and they warned that “it 
will equally take risk, and leadership at all levels, ... 

Irish Church leaders celebrate the Good Friday Agreement and its 
ecumenical legacy 
Vatican News 
In a statement, Archbishop Eamon Martin, Catholic Archbishop 
of Armagh and Primate of All Ireland and Archbishop Richard 
Clarke, Church of Ireland Archbishop of Armagh and Primate 
of All Ireland, commend the Agreement which they said 
“sought to address contentious political problems in the ... 
20 years after the Good Friday Agreement, few people recognize 
how Northern Ireland's religious ... - Washington Post 
Good Friday Agreement brought peace, but didn't solve all of 
Ireland's problems, say Primates - Church Times 
Good Friday Agreement can still 'transform society and life', say 
Primates - The Catholic Universe (press release) 
Full Coverage 

Journal.ie 
Pro-life doctor says no woman has died because of the Eighth 
Amendment 

Professor Eamon McGuinness’ comments are at odds with 
previous remarks made by Dr Peter Boylan.

http://www.thejournal.ie/eamon-mcguinness-eighth-
amendment-3949918-Apr2018/?amp=1&__twitter_impression=true
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Irish Times

Savita Halappanavar’s father urges Yes vote in abortion 
referendum 

The father of Savita Halappanavar, who died at University Hospital 
Galway in 2012 after a septic miscarriage, has called for a Yes vote 
in next month’s abortion referendum.

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/savita-halappanavar-
s-father-urges-yes-vote-in-abortion-referendum-1.3457368?
mode=amp&__twitter_impression=true

Belfast Telegraph
Lions legend Willie John McBride calls for return of Jackson 
and Olding 
https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/lions-
legend-willie-john-mcbride-calls-for-return-of-jackson-and-
olding-36796878.html

Ireland Deemed 'Most Corrupt Country In Western World' - 
Your News Wire


The Garda were recently exposed laundering huge amounts of 
money and prosecuting 14,700 people who attempted to 
highlight their wrongdoing. 
Irishmirror.ie reports: Each one of those wrongly convicted can now 
sue the State for damaging their good name in combined claims 
that could run to tens if not hundreds of millions of euro.

http://yournewswire.com/ireland-most-corrupt-country/

Rejection by C of E has driven LGBT people to suicide, bishop says 
The Guardian 
Paul Bayes, the bishop of Liverpool, also likened the struggle 
to persuade the Church of England to be truly welcoming and 
inclusive to LGBT people to the ... Bayes is the most senior 
member of the C of E hierarchy to press publicly for far-reaching 
change in the church's attitudes to LGBT people and a ...

Religion News Service
Pope blames Catholic divisions on the devil  
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https://religionnews.com/2018/04/10/pope-blames-catholic-
divisions-on-the-devil/ 

This issue of Media Review was posted earlier than is 
customary due to the compilers being on the move today!
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